jews as a polish problem

The Jews of Poland were seen as a genuinely serious problem by Polish Catholics. Józef Piłsudski, who ruled Poland from 1926 until his death in 1935, represented the kinder, gentler side of

an unchosen people: prewar poland and jews

In the decades after World War II, Polish-Jewish history was kept in what scholars call “the communist freezer.” Some 3 million Jews—90% of the country’s Jewish population—were murdered

some poles collaborated with the nazis, but poland’s ‘ministry of memory’ wants people to forget

This revived interest in the country’s Jewish past is now playing a key role in the broader transformation of historical memory of the post-Soviet era and the problem of coming to terms with the

polin: studies in polish jewry volume 25: jews in the former grand duchy of lithuania since 1772

King Charles III has shared a series of empathetic friendships with Jews. One reason might be easy to pinpoint. The late Queen was admired for her love of horses and dogs in addition to her lifelong

long a friend of the jews, king charles is a mensch for all seasons

Why is Burns trying to disqualify Palestine from the conversation? Why resort to a technicality about sovereignty in order to try to push Palestine out of the discussion?

american filmmaker ken burns has a palestine problem - opinion

An undercurrent of antipathy toward Jews flows through the eight episodes of the groundbreaking Netflix series "Mo," bubbling to the surface from time to time.

‘mo,’ groundbreaking series about a palestinian american, pushes some jewish buttons

The cornerstone for the Knesset was laid on October 14, 1958, but the building was not formally dedicated until almost eight years later on August 30, 1966.

wandering jews: israel’s knesset finds a permanent home

Israelis do not believe that "common values" bring countries closer together. They believe that "common problems" are more important. Israel is not like all other countries. It is not like most other

rosner’s domain: the world has “values,” israelis have “problems”

Auschwitz would become the largest of the Nazis’ six extermination centers and the deadliest, accounting for the deaths of a million people. 24/7 Tempo has compiled a collection of photos of the death

20 horrifying images of auschwitz
Walking the streets of Kazimierz, the historical Jewish district in Krakow, Poland, under the summer heat of late June, I clearly noticed the presence of Jewish memory in the air. There are countless viewpoints: celebrate culture post conflict. Poland suffered nearly PLN6.23 trillion (€1.32 trillion) worth of losses at the hands of Nazi Germany during World War Two, Warsaw claimed in a poland says it will demand €1.3 trillion in ww2 reparations from germany. He knows the prince well, having received a national award from him in 2003 (the MBE, or Member of the Order of the British Empire) for his work in helping mixed-faith couples. Informally, since who knows the king? (J. Jewish News of Northern California via JTA) — The founder of the American extremist group Goyim Defense League says he was arrested in Poland this week after demonstrating in front of the goyim defense league founder arrested in poland after demonstrating outside auschwitz. Glikl of Hamlyn's diary, written over 20 years hundreds of years ago, describes issues, ambitions and struggles that remain relevant today.